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ABSTRACT 

Olympic Games are a global event.  With more than 200 countries competing in, it is 

highly prestigious honour for London being a host for this global event. Thus, we pre-

sent a proposal of Olympic Mascots Museum of London to you. 

The museum will have Olympics mascots Wenlock and Mandeville performing five of 

the Olympics games.  The museum will have the shape of the mascot head itself. Two 

giant statues of mascots will welcome the guests in the museum. An engineering as-

pect has been included in the design with help of mirrors to generate five Olympic 

rings in the pool at the centre of the museum. The mirrors have been placed in the 

structure in a way that they appear to be serving only as design features of the struc-

ture. Thus, creating suspense for audience as to how the Olympic rings at the centre 

are formed. 

The taxi light on the head of mascot (main building) has been replaces by five Olym-

pic rings symbol. It will be used to project these rings in the sky at night with the help 

of flood lights placed behind it. 
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MAIN FEATURES AND DESIGN OVER VIEW 

THE IDEA 

The idea is coming from the need for having a place that will remind us the successful Olympic 

Games in London 2012. This place should be something characteristic and emphasize the Olympic 

spirit with the first view. The Head shape of the building represents the three medals won in each 

Olympic event. The eye is going to be a big colour glass with zero opacity from the outside of the 

building. In the centre is going to be the main entrance that the people will enter the museum-

monument (Lets Wenlock accept everyone). Instead of the taxi light in the main building, we have 

placed the five Olympic rings, which will project flood lights in the sky visible from miles away. The-

se lights will be on during the Olympic days of the next years as well.   

Inside the museum the people will be able to see five statues of the Olympic mascots of London in 

different athletic sportive activities. The mascots are going to turn around slow with the help of the 

rotor that is placed under the base of the platform. Also, the platform will emit LEDs light to the 

roof and mirrors placed there will reflect this light back to the pool. All five LED lights will form the 

shape of the Olympic rings inside the pool.  In the walls there are going to be picture frames from 

the winners of the Olympic Games in London 2012, so that they can be admired by everyone who 

will visit the place for many years. 

WELCOMING STATUES 

 Two giant statues of 

Wenlock and Mande-

ville are placed at the 

door of the building 

welcoming the guest 

in the museum raising 

their hands 

 

 

              Museum building 
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The museum building has a shape of mascot head. The taxi light on the head of mascot has been 

replaces by five Olympic rings symbol. It will be used to create projection of these rings in the sky at 

night with help of flood lights placed behind it. This will be visible from miles away.  

MASCOT PLAYERS  

The museum will have Olympics mascots Wenlock and Mandeville performing five of the Olympics 

games. These mascots are placed on hydraulically rotating platform. This helps for viewer to get a 

good look at every single mascot player from all the directions. Also rotating platform performs vi-

tal role in engineering aspect used which is discussed in detail in engineering aspect. 

GYMNAST  

                                                                                                        Mandeville as gymnast. 
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RIBBON PLAYER  

                                                                                                          Wenlock as ribbon player 

    

SPEAR THROWING  
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RUNNER  

 

WEIGHT LIFTER 
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ENVIRONMENT 
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HYDRAULICALLY ROTATED PLATFORM FOR THE MASCOT PLAYERS  

The main reason why the platform is kept rotating is to aid the engineering aspect used in the design. The LEDs placed 

at certain positions on the top of the platform are basically used to generate the Olympic circles at the centre of the 

structure.  The light from these LEDs is reflected by a pair of mirrors and is projected on the mirror placed at the bot-

tom of the tank at the centre.  The LEDs are placed with a considerable gap on top disc of the platform. Hence to get a 

continuous circle at the centre whole platform is rotated. And so is the mascot player on it. This also performs another 

task of letting viewer have a good look at the mascot from the place he is standing.  
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ENGINEERING ASPECT  

An engineering aspect has been included in the design with help of mirrors to generate five Olympic rings in the pool at 

the centre of the museum. These rings are formed in the form of rotating lights. The mirrors have been placed in the 

structure in a way that they appear to be serving only as design features of the structure.  Notice the diagram below,  

The 

crystal at the centre of the structure is made up of mirror.  As it can be seen it is designed hexagonally so that each of 

its face is in front of the wall of the interior. Also there are mirrors placed exactly on top of platform for the mascot 

players. These mirrors are disc shaped so that they appear as designing feature for the structure to the viewer. These 

disc shaped mirrors are in line with the LEDs on the top disc of the platform. Mirrors on the crystal and the disc shaped 

mirror face each other and are at 45 degrees to the ground to reflect the light from LEDs on platform for the mascot 

players into the pool at the centre on the pool. Mirror at the bottom of the pool will give good view of projected light to 

the viewer. As it will be possible to see the source of the light only from the bottom of the crystal, for viewer who will 

not be allowed to have a look at it from there, the light projection will create suspense. 

RESTAURANTS, GIFT SHOPS, CAFFETERIAS ETC… 

There is plenty of space for other shops and activities to take place around the main building like restaurants, gift 

shops, coffee place, security rooms for employees and guests etc.   

 

Outer periphery of the 

LEDs to be projected in 

mm. 

Projection of 

LEDs at the cen-

tre 
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ADVANTAGES  

 1. It will not only be key attraction place during the Olympics but also will serve as heritage in the future. 

 2. It will attract more tourists to London governing rise in the foreign currency of London.     

 3. As it is a museum, a regular source of income for many years to come is guaranteed for the government. 

 4. Inclusion of engineering aspect to create suspense in viewer’s mind is one of the key design factors. 

 5. Flood lights from the top of the museum head will project five Olympic rings in the sky and will be visible 

from miles away.  

 6. The location suggested is at a walking distance from the London Eye and London Bridge making it conven-

ient for tourists in terms of travelling expenses.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Attraction for 
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Tickets 
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Design 
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(projection of 
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CONTACT INFORMATION:  

KARTESIO (GEORGE DESART BREGASI):    Tel : +44 7896842263   Email: b_desart@hotmail.com  

www.coroflot.com/kartesio/kartesio 

www.wix.com/kartesio/kartesio  

ROHAN POTDAR:                   Tel: +447466529897     Email: rohanpotdar2@gmail.com  

http://www.wix.com/rohanpotdar2/rohanpotdar2 
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